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Film Mpegs, Hot Keens Porn.Bozo the Clown (video game) Bozo the Clown (also known as Psycho Clown) is a
1992 action video game developed by Psikyo for the Super Nintendo Entertainment System (SNES). It is part of

the Bozos series. It was released only in Japan, though the title screen is one of the first Japanese-only titles.
Gameplay The gameplay is a combination of action and puzzle game. One of the game's main elements is Bozo's
voice which is used to command Bozo in many ways. By playing a certain rhythm with Bozo's phrases, you can

battle against various villains. Bozo has a variety of phrases, ranging from the background music for the game, to
the phrase "Get down!" which let's you move down into the opponent's attack. You can also change the

background music and have Bozo's voice change to match. Plot Bozo is invited by the school principal to the
school concert. At the concert, Bozo learns he is not well received as the school mascot of his former school. To

make matters worse, after Bozo leaves the dance he receives a ransom demand from the Popgoes gang.
Development Origin of name When Bozo was first announced, the game was going to be called Pet Shop. As the

game was being finished, the company decided that they would not want to associate the game with pets, so a
new name was chosen. This was chosen at the request of the Japanese Translation Team. Reception The game

was released on November 2, 1992, for the SNES in Japan only. In Japan, the game was released under a
"Bucky's Special Arcade" label, then "Bucky's Arcade". In North America the game was released with no special
name. The game was also released a week earlier in Japan than the US, so the development staff had more time
to work on the localization of the game. References Category:1992 video games Category:Action video games
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